MANIFESTO

I, Saksham Tandon, if elected as the Technical Secretary of Hostel 7, propose to do the following:

KEY INITIATIVES

- Demonstration of any big projects made for GCs and projects by interested individuals
- Conduct General Discussions on new and interesting topics in the field of science and technology

TECH GCs

- Maintaining a database of tech enthusiast hostelites in the various fields of tech
- Conveying any information regarding the GCs on online forums like Facebook tech page as soon as they are received
- Ensuring the active participation of hostel inmates in tech related activities and GCs
- Strive to conduct GCs on a timeline suitable for the hostelites to ensure maximum participation

WORKSHOPS

- Floating online forms asking preference of hostel inmates to decide workshops to be conducted
- Conducting 3-4 workshops for important software and languages like Solidworks, Python etc.

GENERAL DUTIES

- Ensuring the regular maintenance and cleaning of Tech Room
- Maintaining and sharing a database of all mechanical and electrical equipment in the Tech Room
- Conducting intra hostel activities for GC preparation like Logic GC, Coding GC etc.
- Repairing Tech Room amenities like windows, cupboard and get new chairs
- Ensure that all devices are in proper working conditions
- A proper equipment issue system will be created for different equipment
- Providing aid to the Hostel during any big events like PAF and Valfis

CREDENTIALS

- Appointed as Teaching Assistant for PH-107 for the current semester
- Participated in Logic GC and stood 2nd from Hostel 7
- Participated and completed XLR8 event
- Participated and completed RC plane making event
- Participated in Line Follower event

 Proposed by- Sohan Lal
Seconded by- Deven Diwakar